
THE DAIMLER SUPPLIER COOPERATION MODEL

earlier cooperation models â€œTandemâ€• and â€œExtended Enterpriseâ€• will seem and suppliers is, in our eyes, the
only right way to overcome challenges and.

Guests receive the official invitations in mid-January. Suppliers are classified based on the supplier
cooperation model Daimler Supplier Network. Once they approve, the agency gets the go-ahead. Save the
date! There is also a Special Award. Making sure everything runs according to plan: welcoming guests. Soon
after the first craft is also involved: the event agency. Everything runs together at the event agency: artists,
orchestra, presenters, technology. The goal of all our partners should always be to make the jump to the top of
the pyramid: from "Supplier" to "Key Supplier" and ultimately to "Strategic Partner". The project team
chooses the best concept and presents it to the hosts, the Daimler Procurement Heads. Innovation We look for
especially innovative partners, regardless of whether this involves technological, economic or strategic
pioneering work. They will be requested to register for the event in mid-January. It is responsible for making
sure that all performances come together at the event like clockwork. The music performed on the evening
must match the overall concept of the event and within the remaining time until the event, the orchestra must
rehearse it to perfection. Various agencies present their concepts as part of a so-called pitch. The sound,
volume, on-screen images, lighting, etc. After show events. We want to take responsibility for the future
together. Spotlight on! Relaxed lighting atmosphere at the get-together. If you would like to learn more, you
can register for a free subscription by email to: dsn daimler. Only those who have been rated as Strategic
Partners or Key Suppliers due to their performance throughout the past business year will receive an invitation
to the event. Traditionally, trainees from technical and commercial units are tasked with explaining the
features of vehicles.


